
INFORMATION TO OUR TARWF PATRIOTS 

 

News on Gavin Newsom Recall 

 

Each county Registrar’s Office has until April 29th to count and report to CA Secretary of State Shirley 

Weber.  Once a recall petition’s signatures are certified, California law gives each signer 30 days to pull 

their support.  Remember NOT to sign anything else regarding the recall petition because of dirty tricks 

that the democrats might pull. 

 

State Sen. Josh Newman, who was recalled in 2018 only to be put back in office in 2020, is pushing a 

bill (SB 663) that would require the state to provide the target of a recall election with the names and 

addresses of every single person that signs a recall petition.  But legislation passed this year will not go 

into effect until 2022 (after the Newsom recall) unless lawmakers add an “urgency provision”.  

Newman said he isn’t interested in doing that. 

 

The above information is from the Cal Matters website. 

 

Crossroads of the West Gun Show 

 

On March 27 we had a group of patriots attend the Gun Show at the OC Fairgrounds.  Our group was 

extremely fortunate to be inside the perimeter with a free table.  The crowd was huge as this was the 

first gun show at this location in months.  Unfortunately, we did not register anyone to vote but had 

many great chats with a lively group of attendees.  We were also able to pass out many TARWF 

membership cards to possible new members.  Our presence was very welcome at this event.  A big 

THANK YOU goes out to Linda Barcelona, Pat Micone, Dianna Voorhees, Deb Kurilchyk, and 

Gabriella Negrete. 

 

Rasmussen Poll on March 28 

 

Question put to 1,000 national likely voters:  “Should voters be required to show photo identification 

such as a driver’s license before being allowed to vote?”  Percentage of likely voters that voted YES: 

White - 74%,  Black - 69%;  Other non-white - 82%;  All Voters – 75%. 

 

Even along party lines:  60% of Democrats;  89% of Republicans;  77% of unaffiliated voters 

responded in the affirmative! 

 

Point to ponder:  Democrats want us to carry a vaccination ID but they don’t think a Voter ID is 

necessary. 

 

GO FORTH AND BE BOLD!!! 

 

Kristin Manna, krissymanna@gmail.com,  714-878-7879 

Carlene Cunningham, shemmie@aol.com,  714-785-0280 

Campaign/Voter Registration, Co-Chairs 
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